
 

Useful information about Aimbot gunbound thor hammer. The benefits of a the Thor Hammer are the astronomical range, one of the highest in GunBound, and damage. The Thor Hammer is a two-handed weapon that does a high amount of damage with a couple seconds before it wears off. Make sure to get this weapon from any chest, if not from the store. However, there are times when this weapon
has been banned because it's so overpowered or if its effects have been abused for an unfair advantage in battles! So please be cautious before using this amazing but at times controversial technique.. How to get it: This is a video showcasing a weapon that can be obtained from a chest in GunBound. If you're having trouble getting the Thor Hammer, try this. All you have to do is to go into the Weapon
Shop and buy it for 60k, then sell it to any other players for 1 gold. If you die after using this technique, make sure to drop your weapon in one corner of the map and restarting GunBound. Then see if the Thor Hammer appears again in the chest or not!

In GunBound, there are many secret techniques that are hard to find out since they depend on your level of awareness when playing GunBound. However, there are some videos that you can refer to for this technique. Example Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4nKBEWQcxA#t=147 Useful information about Thor Hammer. The Thor Hammer is a two-handed weapon that does a high
amount of damage with a couple seconds before it wears off. Make sure to get this weapon from any chest, if not from the store. However, there are times when this weapon has been banned because it's so overpowered or if its effects have been abused for an unfair advantage in battles! So please be cautious before using this amazing but at times controversial technique.. How to get it: This is a video
showcasing a weapon that can be obtained from a chest in GunBound. If you're having trouble getting the Thor Hammer, try this. All you have to do is to go into the Weapon Shop and buy it for 60k, then sell it to any other players for 1 gold. If you die after using this technique, make sure to drop your weapon in one corner of the map and restarting GunBound. Then see if the Thor Hammer appears
again in the chest or not!

In GunBound, there are many secret techniques that are hard to find out since they depend on your level of awareness when playing GunBound. However, there are some videos that you can refer to for this technique. Example Video: https://www.youtube.

358eeb4e9f3258 
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